Scarab Star Filter instructions


Installation

Windows: Simply double-click on the .msi file!
Mac: Simply drag the plug-in into Photoshop's Plug-ins/Filters folder!

If the installation succeeded, the filter should appear in Photoshop in the Filter menu at the bottom under Scarab Labs. The full version is a separate download, and you can install it over the demo version.
The Windows installer can fail under some special circumstances. See end of document!


Usage

You can move the mouse over the slider labels to get tool-tips, which describe what the particular sliders do.
But the descriptions are also provided here:

Amount - This allows you to control how strong the star filter is applied.

Brightness [v2.0+] - Controls the overall brightness of the picture. This allows you to avoid oversaturating the image.

Blades - The number of points of the star filter. Traditional star filters typically produce 4 or 6 point stars.

Angle - Allows you to rotate the filter.

Falloff - This controls how quickly the star streaks fade out. It basically allows you to control the size of the stars.

Cutoff [v2.0+] - Allows you to set a threshold, so the filter is only applied to the bright parts of the image. Note that this is not photo-realistic, real optics don't make a difference between dark and light areas!

Boost - This takes the highlights in the image (those pixels that have maximum value, ie. 255) and boosts them. These pixels are usually much brighter, but are clamped on digital photos. This allows you to make these highlights brighter again, so the star filter works better.

Rainbow - You can observe a rainbow-like pattern on the stars with real star filters. Here you can control how strong this effect is applied.

Frequency - Here you can set the frequency of the rainbow pattern.

Hue offset - Allows you to shift the rainbow pattern. This is useful for some artistic effects - you can color the stars by setting the Frequency low and adjusting this slider.



Tips for getting good results

Getting great results may take some tweaking. The most common problem is that highlights in digital photos are usually clamped, and it's not possible to tell the difference in brightness between a white paper and the sun for example. The highlight boost feature takes the clamped values and amplifies them, as an attempt to extend the dynamic range. Sometimes this works quite well. Experiment with decreasing the amount, increasing the boost, and changing the falloff.

If you have a photo in RAW format, it can make a big difference how you adjust the exposure compensation and recovery in Camera RAW or your raw converter. Try to make sure that only those pixels get maximum values (100% / 255), that are really highlights - ie. where you would like the star effect. This might mean the image will be somewhat underexposed, but you can adjust the brightness or levels after you have applied the filter.

There are no such issues with HDR (high dynamic range) images. For static scenes it's definitely worth taking a few shots with different exposure times, so you can merge them into an HDR image. You can find many tutorials on the web on how to do this. No extra software is needed, Photoshop can merge your shots. (File>Automate>Merge to HDR...)

The image also tends to lose contrast/sharpness when the filter is applied. Use Adjustments>Brightness/Contrast and Filters>Sharpen>Smart Sharpen to compensate for this.

The filter's cutoff slider can also help with excessive blurring, but you should avoid using it if you would like optically correct results! Another way to avoid strong blurring in the dark areas of the image is to only apply the filter slightly, and use the Boost feature to boost the highlights.


Limitations

- The filter only works with RGB images. All 3 channels must be selected. If you wish to apply it to grayscale pictures, convert to RGB, apply the filter, and then convert back to grayscale!
- The selection you make on the picture in Photoshop is ignored; this is a full-picture effect.
- The plug-in’s preview display is not color managed - it might show inaccurate colors if you have calibrated your monitor.


Manual installation on Windows

The Windows installer can fail under some special circumstances. One such case is when a newer trial version of Photoshop was installed earlier, but you continue using an old version. This is because the installer always looks for the latest version of Photoshop, and may still find the trial version in the registry.
To install manually:
- Locate the plug-in in Program Files (x86)/Scarab Labs/
- Create a shortcut in Photoshop's plug-ins directory to the .8bf file. "Scarab Star Filter.8bf" is the 32 bit version and "Scarab Star Filter64.8bf" is the 64 bit version.

If you are using a 64 bit version of Windows, there will be two “Program Files” folders. The one that has (x86) at the end is for 32 bit applications. But you are most likely using the 64 bit version of Photoshop in Program Files without “(x86)”.
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